Notre Dame to answer charges

by Ed Moran

In voting held yesterday, the Jerry Castellini ticket defeated the Terry Frick ticket in a contested senior class officers election and the Jim Veraldi ticket won over the Rosemary Abowed ticket in the sophomore class officers run-off looking for an active stand on issues that affect the entire campus, especially working in conjunction with other organizations on campus, like the CLI, Student Government, and the HFC,” she said.

Rizzo said she would like to see "more openness" in decision making so that students would have a better understanding of University rules and disciplinary options available.

President of Loyola Hall this year, as well as editor of the Loyola Light newspaper, Rizzo was not a member of any Hall J-Board, but she said "I don’t think that’s my disadvantage.

I’ve worked with the Judicial Board as hall president, and I’ve studied the judicial process through my campaign for student body vice-president,” she added.

According to the Student Government constitution, the Judicial Coordinator post was supposed to be filled by April 1. Steve Dane and John Tafel, the Judicial Coordinators from former Student Body President Dave Bender’s cabinet, noted that there was some confusion with this year’s new selection process.

At a meeting Monday night to elect the Judicial Coordinator, Dane said, “half the people who showed up were the Hall J-Board chairmen, and they didn’t get a fair sampling of votes as far as the judicial committee is concerned, however.

Dean of Students James Roemer has been the greatest all year long, and for the most part, we’ve had to do our thing and not do anything to help him.

Whether people want to believe it or not, he’s really cooperated with us. I’m sure he’ll do the same with Jayne.”

McKenna, vice-president; Debbie Smith, secretary; and Aaron Bell, treasurer.

Voting for juniors was limited to the two-thirds majority necessary for a first-ballot victory. This forced a run-off.

The Telephone ticket won yesterday’s runoff by a majority of 101 votes, pulling in 54 percent of the votes. Veraldi’s ticket polled 217 votes or 48 percent of Abowed’s ticket. Students expressed concern about the decision as one of his major themes, Veraldi said, “We get to the sophomore class due to a lot of talking and not just talking with them. But we don’t want to do what they want any more than they want us to do what they want.

Commenting on the voting controversy, Veraldi said he is confident in his election, winning candidate Castellini said, “It’s all over with. It should be buried as quick as it was uncovered.

“Here we are with the run-off, but that’s over now,” Castellini continued. “The selection procedure will thoroughly examine the election procedure so this never happens again.

Commenting on plans for next year, Castellini said, “We plan to do more than the senior class has ever done before. I hope the senior class is ready for a good year, because we are.”

Losing candidate Frick commented on the election result, “It was a bad situation that didn’t happen.

Frick rejected the idea of hooliganism as an entirely separate election which would have been held today. “If a new election were held on Friday,” he said last night, “the turnout probably would have been lower because they seniors would be at the White Sox game or out at the bars.

Speaking about the tasks his opponent Castellini faces, Frick said, “Jerry has a lot of task yet to do, such as the Senior Trip, and choosing the Senior Class Officers. The sooner the changer goes, the better.

A run-off election was also required in the junior class officers election. Voting for the Dan McCurrie and Tom McGrath tickets was complicated.

Because notification of the run-off for off-campus junior University with the unfair labor practices charged by the NLRB in this hearing. The Board is being heard.

Commenting on the delay of the hearing from the originally scheduled February 15 date, Lawrence charged, “The University has never taken this hearing seriously. It’s to their advantage the longer it takes to reach a decision on the unionization of the groundskeepers. Until this unfair labor charge is settled we cannot proceed with the issue of the groundskeepers unionization effort.

The Teamsters were advised by their lawyers not to proceed with the unionization effort until the unfair labor charge was settled, he said. Lawrence did not give a reason for the lawyers discontinuance of the unionization effort.

Lawrence added, “We’re sorry for the delay, but think University is guilty of the charge.”
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Electors debate Social Security

WASHINGTON (AP) — Two authorities on Social Security urged Congress yesterday not to be panicked into rolling back the Social Security tax increases enacted last year. They said the Senate Finance subcommittee on Social Security, that, taken as a whole, the benefit changes and tax hikes for workers over the age of 25 or for the delay but we think the University is guilty of the charge.”
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**Weather**

Becoming mostly sunny and pleasant Friday with highs in the upper 50s to the low 60s. Friday night clear and cool with lows in the mid to upper 50s. Increasing cloudiness Saturday with a chance of showers. Showers in the upper 50s to the low 60s.

Mild Sunday through Tuesday with a chance of showers Sunday. Lows in the 40s and 50s. Highs in the 60s and 70s.

---

**On Campus TODAY**

**FRIDAY**

- **12 pm** convention, 3rd annual intercollegiate sociology convention, involving soc. stds. through the midwest, sponsored by the nd soc. class & alpha delta kappa, lafayette
- **2 pm** collegiate jazz festival, jazz colloquium, call 7757 for more information.
- **3 pm** film series, "Joani michell" sponsored by the art gallery
- **3:30 pm** colloquium series, "criminal justice, kurt baier, and drug alarma", mem. library lounge, sponsored by the philosophy dept.
- **5:15 pm** mass and supper, bulla shed
- **7, 9, 15 pm** film, "marathon man" sponsored by the student union, eng aud., $1
- **11:00 pm** film, "city lights", charlie chaplin, eng. aud.
- **7:30 pm** collegiate jazz festival, stepan center, $4.50 or $4.50 festival pass
- **8 pm** second women's drama, "the maidies" sponsored by the nd-smc theatre, waldon hall.
- **9 pm** second women's drama, "the maidies" sponsored by the nd-smc theatre, waldon hall.
- **9:15 pm** lecture, "sports in america", dr. harry edwards, u of cal berkeley, sponsored by the soc dept, lib. aud.
- **9:30 pm** first annual collegiate jazz festival, sponsored by the student union, stepan center
- **9:30 pm** mass and supper, bulla shed
- **9:45 pm** fortune class discussion with charlie chaplin, eng. aud.
- **10 pm** second women's drama, "the maidies" sponsored by the nd-smc theatre, waldon hall.

---

**SATURDAY**

- **8 am** volleyball, turner's national volleyball tournament, angela athletic facility, spectators welcome, no charge
- **8:30 am** convention, 3rd annual intercollegiate sociology convention, lafayette
- **12:15 pm** collegiate jazz festival, stepan center, $2.50
- **1 pm** lecture, "the organization of ecologists", dr. russell dynes, sponsored by the nd soc. class lafayette ballroom.
- **7, 9, 15 pm** film, "the marathon man", eng aud., $1
- **11:30 pm** film "marathon man", eng aud., $1
- **7:30 pm** academic quiz show, sync scholars vs. nd scholars, dr. pilger, mc, little theatre, morace hall.
- **7:30 pm** collegiate jazz festival, stepan center, $4.50
- **8 pm** the cellar, featuring the klee bros., sponsored by keenan hall, keenan hall basement, free.
- **8:15 pm** junior recital, wendy saz, cello, lib. aud., public invited

---

**SUNDAY**

- **1, 7, and 10 pm** film, "city lights", charlie chaplin, eng aud.
- **10 pm** film, "the crucified lovers", sponsored by the modern language dept., ccc, and nd film society, library aud., $1
- **10 pm** meeting, cia, lib. aud. lounge.
- **7 pm** meeting, a fraternal committee, anyone interested in working is invited to attend, lafayette theatre
- **7:15 pm** vespers devotions organ recital, nd students of sue schindler on new hulk organ, organ by dept of music, sacred heart church.
- **8 pm** concert, sync spring choral concert, o'laughlin aud., sponsored by the dept. of music, no charge
- **8 pm** the cellar, featuring 31 shaguness, reared gunoguer, brian mulhins, jim carroll, sponsored by keenan hall, keenan hall basement.

---

**Achieve 500 mark**

**Gypsies plague jailhouses**

SUNDAY **APRIL 7**

SAN DIEGO (AP) - Eleven Gypsies charged in a series of local burglaries had been behind bars more than 500 times in various parts of the country, but authorities always let them go because they were too smart to prosecute, a law enforcement official says.

"No one wants them," Deputy District Attorney Thomas Hardy said Wednesday. "They create so much havoc in jails when they're arrested that they've always been let go after they pay their bail and fines and return the stolen property."

Said the Gypsies, who wear the colorful shirts and skirts of their native central Europe, faceelt pret-

---

**Sociology groups convene**

by Paul Callahan

The Notre Dame Sociology Club and the Epsilon chapter of Alpha Delta Kappa, the Sociology Honor Society, are holding their third annual Intercollegiate Convention today and Saturday in the LaFortune Student Center.

Participants are from colleges and universities throughout the Midwest, such as Ohio State, the University of Kentucky, Indiana University, and the University of Chicago. This year's convention will include a chance to meet one another and discuss two more films. There will be eleven sections consisting of three papers each, with a faculty chairman and a faculty commentator. Each author will present an abstract of his or her paper, lasting approximately 20 minutes. This will be followed by a 15 minute critique by the faculty commentator, and then 30 to 45 minutes of open discussion by the audience.

There will be two featured speakers at the convention. Harry Edward will speak on "Sports in American" tonight at 8 p.m. in the Library Auditorium. Edward is a professor of Sociology at the University of California, Berkeley. He is a well-known figure in the area of sociology.

The convention address will be given by Russell Dynes, the Executive Officer of the American Sociological Association. Dynes will speak on "The Organization of Sociologists," at 1 p.m. in the Ballroom of LaFortune.

Participants in the convention will be lodged on campus with Sociology majors. There will be an informal gathering of faculty, graduate and undergraduate students in the Morris Inn today preceding Edward's talk. There will also be a luncheon for the convention participants cracked a time in the Ballroom of LaFortune Student Center.

---

**Deadline Sunday for music contest**

The deadline for the First Annual Nazt Interhall Music Competition is this Sunday at midnight. The deadline is improperly listed as April 5 on posters on campus. Students should call Campus Station at 1479, Mike at 1501, Jim at 1165 or George at 650.

---

**ERRATUM**

The An Tostal carnival has been scheduled for April 26-30, not April 16-20 as reported in Wednesday's Observer. The Observer regrets the error.
Bike idea captures contest

by Kathleen Connolly

A plan to reclaim abandoned bicycles into free student transportation is the winning entry in this year’s Ombudsman Bike idea contest, according to Joseph McTaggart, assistant rector of Fisher Hall. The idea was submitted by Bro. Joseph McGattay, assistant rector of Fisher Hall, suggesting that after some campus agency such as Maintenance determines that the bikes are abandoned, they be painted an conspicuous color that they would belong to everybody. "This process," McGattay stated that his idea was not completely original. "I read it somewhere in a newspaper and I thought it would benefit our students," McGattay added that his idea would be willing to give half of the $50 first prize to the program, if it proved impossible to use abandoned bikes for some reason. that it proved impossible to use abandoned bikes for some reason. that it proved impossible to use abandoned bikes for some reason.

The second place prize of $25 will be awarded to Badin Sophomore Beth Imbriaco for her idea to computerize the lottery process for concert ticket distribution. At present, students are given a place in line according to a random drawing of their ID numbers for position in line. "This process," Imbriaco insists that students would be able to use their cards to be recorded in computer banks using the dining hall checking machines. These records would then be run through another computer on a weekly basis to determine who will be selected for concert tickets.

The third place prize of $15 will be awarded to Sophie Larrabee for his suggestion that an extension of the "room exchange" days are here for a need, not to be misused," she pointed out. "The one who deliberately set out to cut others off need to feel something," Owens explained. "We're here to help - and protect people."

Final room exchange days are scheduled for Tuesday through Thursday.

N. D. is No. 1

and your meetings should be too!

The Lincoln Highway Inn can meet your requirements for a No. 1 banquet or a No. 1 graduation party.

The L.H. Inn offers:

exquisite food
private bar
entertainment with dance floor
sleeping rooms

Contact the L. H. Inn - 255-9736 or visit us
2794 Lincolnway East Mishawaka
This ad entitles touror to 1 FREE card of wine with meal.

Spring Choral Concert

O'LAUGHLIN AUDITORIUM
8:00 pm April 9 admission free

Mississippi, Mississippi State, and three faculty advisors. Behny was assisted by secretary Jeni Plumb, an RA in LeMans, according to Minnie Owens, SMC director of Housing, several students who were "mostly juniors" picked room lottery numbers last week and chose rooms in LeMans, intending to room with other students who had already selected rooms.

She explained this was probably done in order to give their first rooms to underclassmen friends on "room exchange" days. Owens remarked that she couldn’t see why students wanted to "undercut their own class."
PLO guerrillas hold Israeli bodies

(AP) - Palestinian guerrillas claimed yesterday they were holding bodies of Israeli soldiers killed in an incident inside a guerrilla-held portion of southern Lebanon.

Sources said they would try to bargain for the body of a female Israeli soldier in return for its five lost comrades, according to the sources.

Conflicting reports of the number of dead ranged from three to five, the first Israeli casualties reported since a cease-fire was declared March 21. Israeli leaders had been buckled by the PLO guerrillas as they decided to move into southern Lebanon. The guerrillas had ambushed an Israeli truck on the southern border.

The incident was reported as a U.N. Secretary-General's message to Israeli Prime Minister Menachem Begin urging "speedy" withdrawal of occupation troops from southern Lebanon.

Diplomatic sources at the United Nations reported that the 21-nation Arab bloc will call for a Security Council meeting to consider possible sanctions against Israel for refusing to remove its troops.

RTA to halt South Shore subsidy after Sept. 30

CHICAGO (AP) - The Regional Transit Authority (RTA) voted today to stop subsidizing the South Shore Line after Sept. 30 unless Indiana communities agree to pay some of the money toward the operation of the commuter railroad.

The South Shore, which claims it lost more than $3.2 million on passenger operations during the fiscal year which ended June 30, could not obtain the necessary $3,000,000 annual subsidy needed to cover the cost of operating the railroad. The RTA denied South Shore request last year to end the rail service.

The railroad carries about 3,000 round trip riders a day, more than 80 percent of whom come from Indiana and the communities as far east as South Bend.

The RTA board of directors voted yesterday to study alternative service to the South Shore if the RTA cuts off its subsidy.

Indiana transit officials are negotiating with the South Shore to provide financial aid for new equipment and a subsidy of its annual losses. No agreement has been reached.

In the fiscal year which ended June 30, the RTA gave a subsidy to the South Shore of $580,000, 18 percent of the line's yearly reported loss.

"We have talked and talked and talked," said RTA board member Daniel Baldwin. "As far as we are concerned, there has been a real dollar one, in either operating assistance or capital assistance has not come out of the state of Indiana. This is to serve notice on everyone that if Indiana doesn't make a contribution, we will look at alternative service." When it asked the ICC to terminate service, the South Shore said it kept payments because it operated subsidies or cash toward replacing the rail system's old equipment.

The ICC has said it will pay part of the cost of new equipment if Indiana and Indiana communities served by the line contribute proportionate shares of the money needed to obtain a federal grant for new equipment.

Center to study schools

The Center for the Study of Man in Contemporary Society at Notre Dame has been selected by the Diocese of Cleveland to survey the future of Catholic high schools in the metropolitan area. Funding for the research will be provided by the Cleveland and Gund Foundations.

Juniors to elect president today

The runoff election for Junior Class President will be held today. Voting will be in each dorm from 11:30 a.m. to 1 p.m. and from 5 to 6 p.m. Off-campus students may vote in the Huddle from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. All present sophomores are encouraged to vote.
Devine, captains speak of past and future

by Mike Ridenour
Staff Reporter

Accompanied by two of his next captains, Bob Golic and John Devine, Head Football Coach Dan Devine spoke to some 60 students last night in the Grace Hall pit.

Devine, talking mostly about last years team, attributed the slow start of last years football team to two things. The first concerned the loss of four expected starters over the summer, he said. The letdown of not having those players com-

bined with the lack of tough training to avoid injuries were the reasons Devine gave for the slow begin-

ning.

Devine blamed a lack of commu-

nications between the pressbox

and the sidelines for Heavens failure in gaining yards. "Three thousand yards that Heavens had gained his goal but communication didn’t make the sideslines from the pressbox," he stated. Devine, thinking Heavens had gained more yards than he did, gave him the junior fullback on the next play. When Heavens lost ten yards, rather than risking injury, Devine substituted for Heavens thinking he needed 18 yards on that play.

A National Championship pro-

gram will be held May 5 at the Athletic and Convocation Center, said Devine, adding that students are invited to attend. The program will follow a banquet, but due to limited seating, the students may attend part of a 2 1/2 hour celebration.

Devine praised Fr. Edmund Joyce, Executive Vice President, as being "the best game in the world.

In last year's events, including the recruiting and schedule, was the focal point of questions by the students. Devine said he felt the first five games, on the last years schedule would be very good with Missouri for the opening game, slotted out as the team that "has had more upsets then any other school in the last 20 years."

Devine also said the Michigan game has received tremendous attention from the Wolverine fans.

"The sort of recruiting was brought up several times. Both sides said they are on the lookout for recruiting was more widespread this year. One recruit that was mentioned by Devine was Bob White, a linebacker from Cincinnati's Moeller High School. Devine said he was a fine player coming from good academic school. Heavens and Golic also an-

swered questions. Heavens said the Missouri game would be the big game for him since many of his friends, "too many," are Missouri fans.

Devine asked the students to get involved in sports and football next year. "I want all of you on the field to greet the team in the Missouri game," he said.

Devine, speaking about next season, brought up the instance of Dave Wymer accepting to switch to defense. Wymer said, "All I want is another championship ring." The head coach said, "This kind of attitude, plus the students' support, equals an unbeatable combination.

Chem lab repaired

by Dan Leicher

Repairs to damage from a fire on Jan 26 in a third floor lab in the Chemical Engineering building were completed before break, ac-

cording to John Moorman, assistant director of Maintenance.

Daniel J. Saz, professor of chemistry, said the cause of the fire was a failure in a device controlling the temperature of his experiment, which was in the lab. He added that there was a lack of backup plans because of the addition of a circuit breaker which turns off the apparatus if the temperature rises too far.

The lab was closed for clean-up and repair work, said, "Generally speaking, problems have been taken care of and residue have been cleaned up. The lab where the fire originated has been replaced, the window, framed and resurfaced, which was and the place have been painted."

The experiment has been recon-

structed, Saz said, and is back in

operation, although it has been set back because of the repairs. He com-

mented, "I'm very pleased with the repairs. The lab looks much better than it did before the fire."

He added that most of the damage was caused by smoke and water and the fire was confined to the lab bench. The cause of the fire, which was initially uncertain, has been deter-

mined as a mechanical failure in the temperature controller on a salt bath used in the experiment. Pasto said the failure caused the tem-

perature to shoot up "several hundred degrees."

The lab station has been rede-

signed to prevent fires or problems in the future, Moorman stated. An asbestos bench has replaced a wooden bench which originally supported the apparatus. Pasto explained. A circuit breaker has now been installed to ensure that temperatures remain under a cer-

tain level. Pasto said the experi-

ment was now "failsafe."

Moorman said that with the new additions and further safety protec-

tions, things will be in better condition than before the fire. Final damage and repair costs are not yet available, he stated.

Panel discussion to conclude WOW

The final panel discussion of Women's Opportunity Week will take place on April 10 at 8:30 p.m. in the Library Auditorium. The discussion, "Facts of the Non-Working Mother," will be presented by Bonnie Foley, Ann Milligan, Molly Ried, and Char-

lotte Whitaker, all non-working mothers.


talent auditions

Six Flags Shows '78

Suddenly, it's you out there. Wow! And why not? All we ask is that you be good at what you do. Whatever that might be. If you can you could land a spot in one of our professionally produced shows. Show season begins this June at Six Flags Over Texas: Six Flags Over Georgia; Six Flags Over Mid-America and AstroWorld. We're looking for the following people to fill spring, summer and fall casts.

Singers: Popular and Country & Western • Dancers

• Variety Acts • Banjo & Guitar Players • Groups • Country & Western Barbershop (no rock groups available)

For complete information and a 1978 audition schedule, pick up a Six Flags Audition Brochure at your Student Placement Office.

area auditions

BLOOMINGTON, INDIANA

Wednesday, April 12—10:00 p.m.

Indiana University—Memorial Union—State Room East

Registration will begin 30 minutes prior to announced audition time. Six Flags, Inc. is an equal opportunity employer.
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Washington—It's been

WASHINGTON—It's been
giving me a lot of joy lately to make

to make

me feel I'm really making a difference

The Observer

Editor: Michael Padden

P. O. BOX Q

Editor's Note: While the student body is proud of all the teams that represent Notre Dame, they show more interest in basketball. Since it receives top priority as does football in the eyes of the Notre Dame student body, the Observer recognizes the outstanding accomplishments of the fencing team and so it was given a larger spread on the inside page. We are sorry the back page is not bigger but the fencing feature on the back page of Wednesday's paper was reserved for all teams and athletes at Notre Dame.

Say it isn't so

Dear Editor,

Evidently the Observer doesn't
take there is much to winning a
collegiate national championship — that is, if it is a "minor sport." Conservative ideas such as fencing are definitely looked down upon. The Observer doesn't even consider it a sport.

You must believe that there are no real athletes on the team, no great skill or training required, just a bunch of clods hacking at each other with iron rods. They must think a national championship in fencing is to be a title of nobility, something inevitable for any school above the academy for the retarded and disabled.

Does the Observer protest that it holds no such repugnant views? Then explain to me, why I should have to turn to the second page of sports in the March 29th Observer before noticing that our fencers have won their second straight national title? What other reasons explain why an article about Kentucky football and Notre Dame football over the fencers? Kentucky! Have you forgotten that the Observer is "an independent student newspaper serving Notre Dame and St. Mary's"? Not Kentucky?

I am a member of the fencing team, nor am I a particularly rabid fan of fencing, but I do participate in another minor sport and appreciate the significance of a national championship. A national championship in any sport, from fencing to football, is a tremendous accomplishment, requiring hard work and superb athletic ability.

That fencing is not as great a draw as football is understandable. Most people should not detect from the credit and recognition they deserve, especially in their own newspapers. Unfortunately this snub was almost predictable, symptomatic of your general attitude.

Hopefully this gross oversight (and my exaggerated raving) will help the Observer to recognize this attitude and will awaken them to the fact that excellence in any form deserves to be applauded.

Michael Padden

Professor Johnstone O. and Mrs. O. could come under a恣意

Dear Editor,

It's nice to see you at the Hawaiian Luau the last time I was there. I was already a graduate student; however, I did manage to survive.

I hope you had as much fun as I did.

Dr. Johnstone O.
Rarely can one renowned jazz hero be...
Jazz Festival starts tonight

Many of the nation's top collegiate jazz bands and combos will participate in the annual Collegiate Jazz Festival at Notre Dame's Student Center today and tomorrow. The groups will compete for prizes before a panel of noted judges, each renowned for superior talents as jazz musicians.

The judges include Louis Bellson, drums; Lew Tabackin, alto sax, Hubert Laws, flute; John Lewis, piano; Larry Ridley, bass, and Dan Morganstein, critic and editor for Downbeat Magazine. Each of the judges has been a consistent leader national polls selecting outstanding performers.

The festival begins Friday with a jazz colloquium at 2 p.m., which is open to the public without charge, and will continue that night at 7:30.

There will be two performances on Saturday, one at 12:30 p.m. and the other at 6:30 p.m. Festival points are on sale at the Student Union offices in LaFortune. Tickets for individual performances will be available at Student Center for the Friday and Saturday night shows and for the Saturday afternoon performance.

The jamboree, traditionally a highlight of the festival, will cap Friday night's show, beginning at 11:30.

Hesburgh to say mass in crypt

Fr. Theodore M. Hesburgh, University president, will celebrate a special Mass in the Crypt of Sacred Heart Church Sunday at 7 p.m. The Mass will initiate activities of One Earth Week, which is sponsored by the International Student Organization of Notre Dame.

After the Mass, Albert Wimmer, professor of German and former director of the Jazznack Program, will speak about "The Western Relations After the League of Communist Countries." The lecture will begin at 8 p.m. in the Architecture Building Auditorium. All are invited to attend.

SMC students to present talks

Three Saint Mary's students will participate in the Third Intercollegiate Conference on "Research today and tomorrow in LaFortune Student Center at Notre's too good."

Margaret Britten will present research today on "Homosexuality and Contemporary Society." Terese Chin's paper will be on "The Teachers in San Francisco" and Mary Ellen Cox will present research on "Contemporary Problems in Chicago Society" today.

Tuesday's session will run from 3:30-4:30 p.m. and tomorrow's session will be from 2-4 p.m.

Michael R. McKee, chairman of Saint Mary's department of sociology, will be the discussant for Section II entitled "Friendship, Socialization and Social Change" at tomorrow's session.

Castellani, Verald win

[continued from page 1]
"I LIKE LITE MORE THAN I LIKE REFS. MUCH MORE."

Tom Heinsohn
Famous Basketball Coach

LITE BEER FROM MILLER.
EVERYTHING YOU ALWAYS WANTED
IN BEER. AND MORE.
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Carter holds

bomd production

WASHINGTON IAPI - President

Carter has decided to postpone - but not cancel - production of the

controversial neutron bomb, U.S. officials said late yesterday.

The presidential decision will be

conveyed to North Atlantic Treaty Organization representatives in

Brussels on Friday, these officials said.

Neutron weapons are designed to inflict battlefield casualties with

radiation while limiting blast damage. Although sometimes referred to as a bomb, the weapon is designed for use as a warhead for the 81-millimeter mortar and for howitzer shells that can be fired a distance of 10 miles.

The U.S. military wants the weapon as an equalizer against the possibility of a tank attack in central Europe, where the Russians have an estimated 3,000 tank tank advantage. The weapons would kill invading tank crews and soldiers while sparing civilian lives and property on the periphery of the battlefield, its supporters say.

Opponents of the weapon contend it could make it easier to use nuclear arms in a European conflict.

The source, who asked not to be identified, emphasized that Carter's decision did not mean the neutron bomb would never be produced by the United States.

Possible production, they said, depended on future weapons negotia-

tions with the Soviet Union. Presumably, if the Russians made certain unspecified concessions, the United States would forego further work on the neutron bomb.

Without revealing any details, Secretary of State Cyrus R. Vane-

touched on the immediacy of the decision in testifying earlier yester-

day before the House International Relations Committee.

He said Carter would act soon and "when I say soon, I mean very soon."

West Germany and Britain had been encouraged to support the

deployment of neutron bombs on the expectation that the United States would lead the move. Without Carter's decision, experts say, the embargo would probably continue.

Quizz show

Mountain Pilger

Tomorrow evening at 7:30 p.m. in the Little Theatre Professor

Richard C. Pilger will moderate an academic Quiz Show featuring top

scholars from Saint Mary's and Notre Dame.
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Plans are currently underway to purchase a number of new boats for the Eagle Lake Yacht Club in Edwardsburg, Michigan. It is hoped that the Notre Dame Club will be able to use these in the spring and fall, and the lacrosse team will be able to use them in the summer.

"This could turn out to be quite a benefit to the club," explained past-president Bill Kostoff. "In the spring we would arrange for six of these for the lacrosse team."

Eight members of the Sailing Club are now gearing toward the Spring '84 Cup to be held in Annapolis, Maryland on Chesapeake Bay. Members of the sailing club including Michigan were the two teams selected to compete in this prestigious event. Other teams that have competed in the past have come from as far as University of Southern California and Orange County. Our two teams must get together on one boat and each learn each other's capability. I am sure that we can get our team together on the first of June."

-- Burke M. Solman, President

"At the moment, we are quite appropriate that the lacrosse team and the sailing team are now promoting the lacrosse team's Spring '84 Cup and the sailing club's Spring '84 Cup."

-- Tom Walsh, President

One week ago, the lacrosse team started their spring season with a 3-2 record against the tough Catholic University. The lacrosse team had started their season with a loss and then went on a winning streak.

In the first game of the season, Midfielder Ron Kinsella intercepted a clear pass to score a goal and give the lacrosse team a 1-0 victory over Colgate University. The lacrosse team did not go on to win the game but were able to hold their own against a tough team.

"This weekend the lacrosse team will be playing against Toledo (B Team) at 11:00 and Purdue (A Team) at 2:00 on Stegall Field."

"Rugby is also underway, as the ruggers returned from their spring trip in Florida tanned and happy. We have all been working very hard and had talent stacked so deep it was difficult to find the first string from the fourth."
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This weekend the lacrosse team will be playing against Toledo (B Team) at 11:00 and Purdue (A Team) at 2:00 on Stegall Field.

Steve Gill then set up Mike Roshan's penalty kick for the determining three points."

"In the second game, Midfielder Bill Lane intercepted a clear pass to score a goal and give the lacrosse team a 2-0 victory over St. John's University.
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Jackson impresses NHL

by Brian Beglane

Sports Writer

He sat in the locker room after the game with the Detroit Tigers. His uniform was all he had, and he was wearing the sports coat of the Job Corps, the government agency that provided shelter for the boys and girls who couldn’t afford college.

"This is my second time in the big leagues," said Rick Miller. "I don’t know what to expect. I just want to make the most of this opportunity." He looked up at the ceiling, where the lights flickered on and off. "I’m nervous, but I’m also excited."

In their never-ending attempt to surpass the National League in caliber of play, the American League teams will be nearly corrupted by the market on free agents during the off-season. The majority of these players settle in the Winter Warmth, but some are left behind. Although the division owns too few of the three worst teams in the league, the California Angels will be one of the teams to watch for free agents. Despite seeing Texas and California sign every free agent west of the Mississippi for two years, the Kansas City Royals abstained from the "crazy" market. They've been building a solid core of home-grown talent to work for them. A third consecutive divisional title for a team only ten years old is certainly possible. The organization is just beginning its life in Kansas City.

KANSAS CITY: Al Hrabosky, Willie Wilson and Clint Hurdle are the reasons why the Royals will remain ahead of Texas and a vastly-improved California. Don’t be surprised if Hrabosky, stolen from St. Louis for Mark Littler, becomes the premier reliever in the league with his high fastball and cruelly柯 

The arena was a strange one. The lighting was dim and the arena was cold. The team was different. And he was different. It was the NHL.

Don Jackson had just completed another season with the Texas Stars. The team was not as assured, not many veterans, so the younger players were expected to step up. After the college seniors migrated to Florida for spring break, Don Jackson went back home to Bloomington, Minnesota, to visit the Stars' third baseman, Tony Chalk, who was recovering from an injury.

He talked with the Stars' manager, Marty Pattin, who joined Hrabosky in the division's deepest bullpen. "We have a lot of young talent," said Pattin. "But we need to improve on defense." He pointed to the scoreboard, which read: 0-9.

"It was a high-risk situation," said Pattin. "But we thought it was worth the risk."

The Homestead Lions are back in the division. The baseball world will again be fun at Comiskey Park. The team has built a solid foundation with the help of Cal Griffith. "I think we're ready to take the next step," said Griffith. "Now let's see if we can get there."" His voice echoed through the empty stadium, where the only sound was the hum of the lights.

He looked up at the scoreboard, which read: 0-9.

"I don't know what to expect," said Rick Miller. "I just want to make the most of this opportunity."

"The players in the NHL take to the body of the young kids. They don't poke the puck away from you. They take you away from the puck. Everybody skates very fast and you can't be looking down at your head before you. Otherwise you will be on the ice."

"They are not the same. They are a different breed. Although they are not the same breed, they are very happy with their head down."

"I'm very impressed with the way Jackson played. For someone who didn't have any of the tools, he played like a man.

"It has been a long road for Jackson," said Hrabosky. "I sailed past the years in the NHL, playing for Bloomington Kennedy High School, to a standout career in the WHL. Now he will be turning on to Main Street, the NHL."

He is the basic story of the young kid hawking autographs at the arena, thinking one day that maybe he would play for them. He is just a few runs away from the top of the list, and he is fulfilling the childhood dreams of thousands of young kids. He is not going to do that. He has come a long way in his 11-year career on the ice. But now he concentrates on finishing his collegiate career with the U.S. national team. And he hopes to get started in the NHL. Yes indeed. Don Jackson has just begun.

---

Bookstore B-ball entries booked

All entry spots for the 1978 version of Bookstore Basketball have been filled. The 256 team tournament will begin on Tuesday, April 3.